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Political theory is thus intensely practical and in-
tensely important.    This is a controversial statement/
liable to the charge commonly brought against ethical
theory.    ' It is all very well/ says  the  man  in  the
street, * for you to theorize about moral conduct and to
lay down your categorical imperatives,  your laws of
this and duties of that.    A man may take the best
degrees in moral philosophy and yet be the least reliable
of persons when it comes to taking action.    It isn't only
that he may be a Hamlet, thinking too precisely on the
event;  he may act only too often and too vigorously,
revealing himself as an arrant blunderer.    The writer
of the most acute treatise on egoism and altruism, in
which the nobility of the former is proved beyond a
doubt, may turn out to be a crudely selfish individual.
So, when it really comes to getting things done, give me
a good common-sense fellow, uncorrupted by midnight
readings of Kant and T. H. Green ;   he will prove in
the end to be the best of friends and the best of men.'
This  common  protest  contains  a certain  amount  of
truth.    Nobody  can   deny  that   common   sense   (the
Aristotelian * prudence ') is an essential part of morality.
But the claim on its behalf goes altogether too far.    The
fact that common sense is important does not prove it
to be the only important thing;   its value  depends
almost entirely on a simultaneous grasp of first prin-
ciples.    It is the very basis of right conduct that men
should have their moral terms defined and analysed,
and should not rely upon the ethical tradition of the
community and their own hazy and often conflicting
intuitions.    Undoubtedly   there   are   nature's   gentle-
men,   untaught   and   unreflecting,   virtuous   by   some
divine good luck;   but they are the rare exceptions.
Equally undoubtedly there would be far less  moral
strife and angry disillusion if people were not content

